This paper presents a new approach to the use of region-growing technique for segmentation of textured images. The algorithm is model-based, with each texture region in the image modelled by a noncausal Gaussian Markov Random Field(GMRF). No a priori knowledge about the different texture regions, their associated texture parameters, or the available number of texture regions is required. The algorithm first partitions the image into small disjoint square windows. The texture within each window is modelled by a noncausal GMRF. Most of the windows would be homogeneous. A hierarchical merge-split region growing process is then employed to reconstruct most of the homogeneous regions that are presented in the image. The growth of various homogeneous regions is directed by a texture distance defined by a likelihood ratio test statistic based on the underlying GMRF model assumptions. The algorithm has been tested on real textured images and proved to be robust and effective.
INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation by texture property is one of the basic and important processes in scene analysis and image understanding. In general, textures are defined according to two different aspects, namely structural [l-3] and statistical[4-61. From the structural point of view, textures are characterized by a class of unit patterns, or primitives, and a set of placement rules for these primitives. The difficulties of determining the unit patterns and the placement rules confine these approaches to quite regular textures. However, from the statistical point of view, texture is regarded as a complex pictorial pattern as defined by a set of statistical features extracted from a large ensemble of local measurements made on the pattern. These approaches have an advantage in that they can be generally applied since many of textures can be represented statistically.
Most of the early statistical approaches that deal with textures are based on measurements of first and second-order statistics of the textures. The use of these statistical features is motivated by the conjecture of Jules@7] that second-order probability distributions suffice for human discrimination of textures. Examples among such statistics include the cooccurrence matrix [6] , runlength statistics [4] , and autocorrelation functions [S] .
More recently, attempts have started in modelling textures as stochastic processes and looking at textured images as realizations from parametric probability distributions on the image space. In such cases, texture analysis can be viewed as a parameter estimation problem and the estimates of the parameters serve as texture features for classification and segmentation problems. These approaches have the clear advantage over early approaches in that they are generative and provide better understanding of textures. Among the more popular stochastic models are Autoregressive models [9] , Simultaneous Autoregressive models [ IO] and Markov Random Field(MRF) [I2-18] models. In this paper, we propose a segmentation algorithm which adopts a model based approach where each texture field is represented by a Gaussian Markov Random Field(GMRF).
The use of Markov random fields in texture modelling and recognition has been treated in various papers[l2-IS]. Therrien[l3] used an autoregressive model for the texture process and a Markov model for the region process in the image. Maximum likelihood(ML) estimation and a maximum a posteriori(MAP) estimation were used for segmentation. Derin and Elliot[l4] used a hierarchical model consisting of a Gibbs random field for textured images and dynamic programming for the segmentation algorithm. Based on similar model, Geman and Geman[lS] proposed the use of stochastic annealing optimization technique to obtain global MAP estimation. Cohen and Cooper[l7] treated the problem of segmenting multi-level images, as well as Gaussian MRF images, by using hierarchical and relaxation algorithms that produce essentially global maximum likelihood segmentation. However, all of the above mentioned algorithms suffer the disadvantage that partial or total knowledge of the MRF parameters, as well as the number of textures in the image, is required. Fan and Cohen[lS] solved this problem by using a clustering technique to achieve unsupervised segmentation. In their approach, the image was divided into small disjoint square windows and maximum likelihood estimates of the GMRF were obtained in each window. The windows were then grouped into different texture regions using clustering algorithms. To avoid the complexity of the likelihood function, sample mean and sample autocorrelation were used instead of ML estimates. This paper presents an alternative approach to unsupervised coarse segmentation of textured images which are composed of regions within which the texture data can be modelled by a noncausal GMRF. The algorithm is constructed within the framework of a merge-split paradigm. It starts off by partitioning the image into relatively small disjoint square windows which are modelled as GMRF. The model parameters are estimated using a least squares(LS) approach[lI] instead of the complicated ML method. Because of their relatively small size, most of the windows are homogeneous. The algorithm then merges two adjacent windows which appear most similar among all possible pairings. The similarity measure is defined by a likelihood ratio test based upon the LS estimates of the GMRF.
After merging, the estimates of the resulting region are updated. The merging process is repeated sequentially until no two adjacent regions are similar. Those windows which have never been merged are considered nonhomogeneous, and are subsequently subdivided into four smaller subwindows. The merge-split process is repeatedly applied until no further merging occurs or the subwindows resulting from a splitting process approach a predefined window size. This results in a coarse texture segmentation in which the "smoothness" of the estimated boundaries depends on the smallest window size allowable in the splitting process. Note that the proposed mergesplit strategy would provide essentially global optimization in segmentation, while the split-merge strategy adopted by Chen and Pavlidis[l9] produces locally optimum results only. The proposed algorithm is useful in the applications where fine boundaries are not required, or when followed by a fine segmenter to provide high resolution boundaries. The parameters estimated from the coarse segmentation can be used for designing the fine segmenter [22] . This paper makes the following contributions: I. It presents an unsupervised coarse texture segmentation algorithm in which GMRFs are used to model texture regions. A powerful merge and split paradigm is used as the region growing process that achieves a globally optimum segmentation.
A likelihood ratio statistic test based upon the LS estimates
of GMRFs is derived and used to test for differences between textures.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a brief introduction to the modelling of GMRFs is given. In section 3, the test statistic for measuring texture similarity is proposed. In section 4, a detailed description of the implementation of the segmentation algorithm is presented. Finally, experimental results with synthetic and outdoor natural scenes are presented in section 5.
GAUSSIAN MARKOV RANDOM FIELD MODEL
We consider an MxM texture random field Y = (y ) defined over a square window n = (r = 
where U is the mean vector, and Y is an (M'xl) column vector whose elements are the texture function yr. r E n. The M'xM' matrix B is block circulant and positive definite, with diagonal elements being unity and off-diagonal elements being equal top,, and can be diagonalized by the Fourier matrix [ll] , which gives where qv = col[cos(2mtv/M2) v E NJ As can be seen, the complexity of P(Y) makes fast computation of ML estimates almost impossible. To achieve fast estimation, we assume that the prediction errors (e,) are statistically independent random variables. In such cases, P(Y) can be modified into
The maximization of this pseudo likelihood function is relatively easy to achieve. If we take the logarithm of eq. 
TEXTURE DISTANCE
Measuring the similarity of two textures which are assumed to be generated by the GMRFs is equivalent to comparing the "closeness" of their parameter estimates. However, since the estimates are random variables themselves, direct comparison would usually provide poor results. To achieve minimum errors, variability of the estimates must be taken into account. In this section, we present a likelihood ratio test for comparing two LS estimated GMRF parameter vectors.
Consider two texture fields, Y, and Y, , contained in two adjacent windows, n, and Cl , , respectively. We assume that Y, and Y, have zero means and are generated by the GMRF processes with parameters 8 , U and e, , U,, respectively. Then the joint likelihood of Y, and Y,' is given by where Mi = number of pixels in Y.. Note that, in eq.(6), the pseudo likelihood function of (4) is' used instead of the true likelihood function in (3). We now consider testing the null hypothesis that 8, = e, against the alternative 8 # To simply the formulation, we assume that U , ' = 0,". The hkelihood ratio is then obtained as the ratio of the maximum of eq.(6) under the null hypothesis to the maximum of eq.(6) when no constraint is applied. When the null hypothesis 8, = 8 , is true, the maximum of eq. (6) as the ratio of (7) As can be seen in eq.(9), X will be small if the hypothesis 0, = 0, is true, or significantly large if the hypothesis is false. Thus, X may be used to measure the similarity of two given textures and to decide whether or not both texture samples could have arisen from the same texture. Also, note that the variability of the estimates is also taken into account in the formulation, which is different from other popular distance measures in which the weighting matrix W is constant. What is left now is to define the threshold value of X such that the hypothesis 8, = 0, would be accepted if X is less than the threshold. However, to determine the threshold statistically, we require knowledge of the probability distribution of A, which is virtually unknown. But, if we assume that the LS estimates 8, and 0, are asymptotoically Gaussian, then we may state that G has an asymptotic xn2 distribution with n degrees of freedom, where n is the number of parameters that need to be estimated for each model. This conclusion is drawn from an analogy with the classical least squares regression results [23] . Thus, if we let f be the quantile defined by
where ( I is the significance level, then we may state that the two texture fields Y, and Yz are similar when X < f
THE SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM
Having introduced the texture distance, a model-based unsupervised texture segmentation algorithm is proposed. The algorithm comprises of two major phases: ( I ) initialization, and (2) merging and splitting.
During initialization, the image is first partitioned into small disjoint square windows. With each window, the texture data is considered homogeneous and is modelled by a GMRF. An adjacency graph, which is defined by a set of nodes corresponding to different regions of an image and a set of arcs connecting adjacent nodes, is constructed using a linked-list representation. Figure 1 illustrates an example of an adjacency graph when an image is divided into 4x4 square windows. Associated with each node is feature information of the corresponding window, which may consist of the region location, area, and texture label, as well as the model parameters of that window. Associated with each arc is the texture distance between the two windows connected through the arc. Using the texture measure from section 4, arc connecting two similar texture nodes would have distance near to zero , or, if dissimilar texture nodes are connected, would have large distance value.
In the merging and splitting phase, the adjacency graph is depth-first searched. The pair of windows which has the shortest texture distance is merged if the distance is less than some threshold f. The adjacency graph is then updated by joining the two corresponding nodes together, assigning a texture label to the new node, and determining the combined feature information associated with that node. These arcs which previously connected the two regions must be redefined. The merging process is repeated sequentially until all similar regions are merged. Those windows which have not been merged are considered as nonhomogeneous. Each of these window is split into four smaller quadrants, and the adjacency graph is rapidly updated by creating new nodes and arcs. The merge-split process is then repeated until no further merging occurs or the subwindows resulting from a splitting process approach a prespecified window size. Small isolated regions with fewer pixels than a given threshold are forced to merge with their most similar nearby regions at the final step of the process. Note, with this hierarchical merging process, that by ranking adjacent regions by increased distance value assures that highly homogeneous region cores are formed before less homogeneous regions are allowed to merge. This procedure allows the reconstruction of more global regions and results in a globally optimum segmentation.
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The following are segmentation results based upon modelling each texture field by a 4th order GMRF. This requires 10 parametric coefficients to be estimated. Notice that the computational workload as well as the uncertainty of the LS estimates increase when higher orders of the model are employed. Thus, from a practical viewpoint, we restrict the model order to no more than four order. All test images are digitized into 256x256 sample pixels with 256 gray levels. No preprocessing has been done on the images. Figure 2 shows the segmentation of an image which is constructed from two textures selecting from Brodatz's photographic album [21] . The diagonally separated textures are Herringbone weave(D17) and paper(D57). In the segmentation process, the image is initially partitioned into 64 32x32 square windows. An adjacency graph representing all texture features for the windows is constructed. Nearby windows are considered to be similar when the texture distance X is less than 15.987(10% of significance level). The smallest allowable window size in the splitting process is fixed at 16x16. Finer results may be achieved at extra computational cost when a smaller window size is allowed. The estimated coarse boundary is illustrated as a blocky white line in the image. The result shows a good matching between the original and the estimated boundary. Figure 3 shows another segmentation of an image which comprises of five Brodatz textures: beach sand(D29), fur(D93), water(D38), cotton canvas(D77) and paper(D57). Once again, good boundary estimation has been achieved. The segmentation of an outdoor scene image is illustrated in figure 4 . Note that the bushes, residential areas, sky and the river are all well segmented with results conforming to the human expectations.
6.CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a new algorithm for modelbased segmentation of textured images. The images are considered to be made up of textured regions which are assumed to be generated by noncausal GMRFs. The algorithm is unsupervised, with no required a priori knowledge about the number of textures or their parametric coefficients. A mergesplit technique which allows hierarchical fusion of pairs of adjacent regions is adopted in the algorithm. This technique allows the algorithm to form a segmentation based on a global perspective. The merging process is directed by a texture distance measure which is defined as a chi-square statistic test based upon the underlying GMRF model assumptions. From experiments, the algorithm proves itself to be effective and efficient. 
